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PREFACE 
A theoretically rigorous method for the calculation of minimum 
reflux in multicomponent distillation systems is presented in this 
thesis 9 I have attempted to explain the differences between this 
method and other calculation methods. 
A comparison of the results using this new method was made with 
the results of techniques, 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC'rION 
The problem of determining minimum reflux for multicomponent 
systems has received attention from a large number of investig;ators 
since the concept was first presented. All of the previous inves-
ti gators 1 w·i th two exceptions, have made one or more limiting as= 
sum.ptions which cause the results of their methods to be question-
able for the majority of actual problems. 
~ '' . 
In 1955 Bachelor (1) presented. and later published ( 2) a me-
thod for calculating the minimum reflux ratio. This method was not 
based on the classic assumptions of' constant molal overflow, con-
stant or linear relative volatility, perfect or very sharp 1oroduct 
splits, pseudo-binary is equivalent to a multicomponent system, or 
that actual products are the same as JJroducts at the m.inimum reflux" 
The purpose of this work was to develop a reliable and accurate 
method for calculating the minimum reflux ratio. Uecause of the 
complexity of the calculational 11rocedure, the IBM 650 computer was 
used for making: all calculations. 
Bachelor presented his method as an accurate, but short cut, 
calculation suitable for hand solution. However, due to the methods 
used to simplify the method for hand calculation I it li\TaS not readily 
adaptable for machine computation. These simplifying assum1'.Jltions 
1 
2 
grea_tly reduce the time required for hand calculation, but 111erely 
serve to compound the problem and introduce unnecessary limitations 
for machine calculation. 
For these reasons, a new method was developed and programmedo 
This method makes none of tb.e earlier mentioned assumpti_ons and is 
theoretically rigorous in those areas where Bachelor's is approxi-
mate~ 
Material and equilibriwn relationships developed by Bachelor 
and other investigators are used in conjw1etion with plate to plate 
calculations for a~ iterative solution to th~ problem of minimwn re-
fluxo Sine~ hel;lt and _material balanc~s are made around each plate 
and the equilibrium relationships are always satisfied, the method 
at no time forces the asswnp,tion of constant molal overflow. Pro-
duct compositions are computed at the conditions of minimum reflux, 
so there is no need to assu1ne that actual operating products will 
sufficeo This allows the products to be either completely di.stri-
buted or to contain nondistributed components, whichever the key 
splits and other conditions indicateo 
This method is not a short cut procedure nor is it recommended 
for hand calculation due to the enormous number of plate calculations 
which must be made, approximately 2000 in an average pr9blemo 
C llAP1rER I I 
GENl!iRAL CHARAC'I"ERlS'fICS 011' A COLUMN 
OPERATING AT MINIMUM l'IBI1'LUX 
A distillation columnn O]:>erating at tb.e cond.i tions ~1f minilnum 
reflux to separate a sinitle f'eedl into two products may be said. to 
consist of seven zones" Thei;e zo11es are defined as: the feed zone, 
the rectifying zone, the rectifying pinch zonej the distillate spe-
cification zone, the striJppin@; zonej the stripping pinch zone~ and 
the bottom _product zone" rrhe schematic diagram of a colwnn operat= 
in[; at minimwn reflux, shown in Fig;ure 1 1 sbow:s these seven zones 
arid their JJllysical location with res1'.lect to each. other. The function 
of these zones and their relationship to each other will be brought 
out in the dliscussion that follows. 
The feed zone is between the two plates on either side of the 
point at which the feed is introdurcedo In the feed zone~ tb,e feed. 
is flashed and combined 1i,ldtb the liquid and vaipor streams entering 
from adjacent seeti.ons" 'I'be resul tin 1g liquid and v;;ipor stream .. 1:3 are 
the feeds to the rectifying and stripping; sections oJ: the coltm1110 
The rectifying zone begins above the upp~r feed plate and ex= 
tends to the J)late at which all components not ap1J1earing in the dis= 
tillate have been fractionateol to zero,, If any comJ)onent is frac= 
t:i.onated to zero j an infinite number of plates is requiredo However 9 
temperatures and con~ositions do change from plate to plate in the 
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rectifying zone anol in this way, its behavior differs from that nor-
mally associated with a zone of infinite plateso 
The rectifying pinch zone extends from the plate on which tem-
perature and compositions have becon1e constanto All components. not 
appearing in the distillate (non~istributed components) have been 
fractionated to zero. Since there is no composition or temperature 
cliange frpm plate to plate, the rectifying pinch zone extends for an 
infinite number of plateso Because of the constancy of tem]Jeratures 
and composi:t-ions, passing ~treams are in equilibriwn with each other 4 
The rectifying pinch zone exte11ds outward i11 the column until a 
change in temperatw~e and composition ,would qccur on the next plate .. 
The distillate specification zone ex.tends from the plate above 
the ~ectifying piIJ!Ch zone to the top of the tower. The first plate 
. ;in the distillate specification zone is tb,e plate on which tempera-
tures and compositions differ from those of the rectifying pinch 
zone. The purpose of the distillate specification zone is to frac-
tionate from the pinch zone composition to the composition of the 
d&sired overhead producto 
Conditions in the stripping section of the column are similar 
to those in the rectifying section. The functions of the stripping 
zone 9 the stripping pinch zone i. and the bottom product zone are ana-
logous., to those of their individual counterparts in the rectifying 
section of t~e column. 
The foregoing discussion applies to a column wi.th nondistributed 
components in both products •. A nondistributed component is defined 
as a feed constituent which appears in only one product of the column 
at minimum refluxo If.the distillation column at minimum reflux is 
6 
to contain all seven zones, there must be at least one nondistributed 
component in the rectifying section and one in the stripping section. 
Only in this case will the column operation be as described above. 
If both products contain all components, the products are said 
to be completely distributed. When there are no nondistributed com-
ponents, several of the zones discussed are absent from the system. 
Under conditions of complete distribution for all. comIJOnents, there 
is no need to fractionate any component to zero. Consequently the 
strippin.g zone and the rectifying zone disappear from the column 
and the two pinch zones extend from the filed zone to the product spe-
cification zones. 
For the case of complete distribution, the pinch zone composi-
tions are those of the equilibrium feed liquid and vaporo For this 
case, the pinch zones cross the feed and merge with each other. Tem-
peratures and stream compositions are tlie same in both pinch zones. 
Total stream.quantities, however, are different because of the addi-
tion of the feed stream in the feed zone. 
Pinch.zone compositions are the same as the feed compositions 
only if the feed is saturated liquid and/or saturated vapor. If the 
feed is either superheated or subcooled, the pinch zone compositions 
will be remov.ed from the feed com1,osi tiono '!'his effect is most 
easily seen by use of a McCabe-Thiele (24) diagram as shown in Fi ... 
gure 2. 
Th.e operation of a multicomponent column with complete distri-
bution of.all components is analogous to the operation of a binary 
column. Figure 2 shows a McCabe-Thiele diagram for.the conditions 
of minimum reflux. The operatins; line tor the rectifying sectio·n of 
7 
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the column extends through the intersection of the q line with the 
equilibrium curve. The intersection occurs at the feed composition 
for any saturated feed,. but is removed for either a subcooled liquid 
or superheated vapor feed. The operating line for the stripping 
section of the colwnn behaves in a simiiar.manner. 
A third possibility for column operation at minimum reflux is 
nondistribution of only ~ne produe;t. For simplicity, a c·olumn op.e-
ra ting with components missing in the distillate on~y will be dis-
cussed. Performance for a column operating with components equal 
to zero in the bottoms product is analogous. 
If the col~ is operating with nondistributed_ components being 
removed in the rectifying section, all three zones (rectifying zone, 
rectifying pinch zone, and the disti;t.late specification zone) will 
appear in the rectifying section. The function o.f these zones will 
be the same as described £or both products containing nondistributed 
components. 
The stripping section of the column, however, will operate as 
though _both products were completely distributed. The stripping 
pinch zone will begin next to the feed zone and extend to the bot-
tom product zone. The stripping pinch zone, however 9 will not have 
the compositions of the equilibrium feed. 
A number of investigators (5,8,16 918) have discussedthecolumn 
at minimum reflux, considering five zones to be p:,;-esent. Gilliland 
(16) presents this treatment very cl~arly. 
Bachelor (1,2) and Edmiste~, (9) have discussed the column at 
minimum reflux, using seven zones, but these zones. are considered in 
a som~what differ.ent manner than in this thesis. They both consider 
·. -... 
'. ' 
9 
the rectifying and stripping zones to have a fi,nite number of plates, 
the pinch zones to have an infinite number of plates, and the product 
zones to have an infinite number of plateso 
C IiAPTER I I I 
SURVEY OJ:i' THE LITERA'I'URE - DISCUSSION OF METHODS 
Investigators have been working on the problem of minimun1 re-
flux for a great· many years, but only recently have metl1ods been 
pres-ented whi·ch are close· to being theoretically rigorous for multi-
component systems with nondi1E1tri buted comp,onents. With the excep-
tion of the methods of Bachelo1~ and of J'. Erbar (14), all of these 
methods are based on one or more severely limiting asswnptions 0 
Some of the more common limitations are the assumption.s of constant 
molal overflow, constant or linear relative volatility~ actual pro-
ducts identical to those at the minimtUl'l reflux~ sharp product splitsi 
and the resolution of mttl ti component syste1ns to pseudo-binary. sys-
temso These assumptions, while good for any system wberein the ef= 
feet of these asswnp,tions is negligible, are inadequate for the vast 
,,.--·-·- ·-·--~...,,\ 
( ,I;;. 
1 (..,V,5 ~ M • 
The assumption of cons~olal overflow implies th.at the in\ o ... M..fr·',.../ 
----- ------------ - - \____ j 
---....... __ ___./ 
terstage liquid and vapor rates remain co11.stant in eacb section of 
----- . . ---------·- - ~--~---...~ ~-.,~..,.,..-________________...__....,.......,,,...,~ 
............. ,,.,._.,.._~,--~----· ·---~-~--~ .-• 
majority of actual p,roble111s o 
the ,column. This condi tio11 w,ould be present if the latent lleats of 
vaporization for all components in the system were e<tual and con-
stant for all t-einperatures and pressures in the towere Even the 
rather a-pproximat·e enthal11~y data available shows how ve·ry inaccurate··· 
this assumption-is for many systems. The condition of constant mo-
!al overflow could also occur if the changes in temperature 'il pressure 
10 
11 
and coinposi tion frm111 J>late to 1:ilate we1~e exactly co111111ensatir1~s o '!'bis 
is pos1sible to a li1ni ted ex'te111t for a :fe,1f trays in some 1i11yste11ns 1 but 
highly i11:1probable over tl1e inf'blite plates at l'ninh1mm ref'lux for any 
syst,em. 
'!he .tlll:~sum.J?tion of' C'i:mst~tnt rt~lative volat:Ui ty, is o.n.ly aii;i goiod 
,a11:~ the esti1iru:1te of" it. 'l.'hei~e is 1i1011·1e ''ave1•1;q~e" value of 1"elative 
volatility f'or e,1111cll com];11,1u1ent that, if useH:I throughout the sy1ste111, 
i•rould. give the saxne J,roducts as tbe use of the 1111ore correct values 
,rould. 'l'here is yet to be determined, a i:netbod of predicti11111; 1such 
an 1'1average 11 value. l~"or an actual system to disJplay constant rela-
tive volatility, only a very Iil1111:1all temperat1.1re or pre1ssure ra:nge 
could be used. Tlds small range. h, not l'lLdequate for tile rani~e co-
vered by an actual col.mim, m.uclt1: less that coverfJd. at nlinimu1n reflux. 
T~H1en actual :productiEr are as1,nuned to be the ,Sii::·u1:1e as U1e pri0ducts 
at .rl!l.ird:mum ·reflux, 011e bas fixed too 1nany variables for the s~rstein. 
Even in actual oper/i1Ltion it is well l·mowJ[ that, if title ]plates and 
reflmt are both eha11ged, orllJr two comJJ1onents cau still be ,split in 
the same· ratios and tbat the total of' ,each JJrodluct 1,vill be different~ 
or that the total of each pr,oduct and onl:r one compo1111ent can remain 
unchanged. Often it has been assumed that the perce1n.taig;e co1101J1osi-, 
tion of t.1u110 comi)onents iii the distillate can lie fixedo 'fbi.s effec-
tively fixes the relationship of the total distillate to each of 
these con1ponents just as the fixiilg of tbe quant:l ties of these two 
components and the total would do. This error bas been ~m1adle in 
those eqt1:ations for 1ninimum reflux which have been presented in the 
form (L/D)min = f(X<JU, Xdh) wrwhicb is valid for binaries 01::tly o Un-
derwood (32) and :F'enske (15) b.ave presented equ.ations for minimwrn 
12 
reflux which~ 11Vi'thin· the lim.i ts of their assumptions, wo·uld be exact 
for m.ul ticomponent systems if the equations were rearrangecl in the 
This can be easily seen if one applies tlle phase rule in combi= 
nation with the first and second laws of tbermodyna11ics to a distil-
lation columno This was fil"at done by Gillila,nd 1-:md. Jleed (l ?) and 
later presented a.gaixa Joy Kwawt (19). 
If a eolttwi is operating under the followi11g conditions 8 
lo With reflux, either a :partial or total ·condens,er 
2o With boilup, eitber a partial or total rebo,iler 
3. With feed plate treated as in either Figure 3a or :3b 
4o With single feed and two prodt,acts 
th'e following nu;ibe1" of' variables .must loe fixed if the column opera= 
tion is to be described completely. 
Number of variables= C + 211 + 2n + 10 (17'i)l9)Q 
SPECIFYING FIXES VARIABLES 
1; Feed rate 1· 
2 0 Feed conditions (temperaturei pressure, etc.) 2 
3. Feed composition C-l 
4 0 Total plates, m+n (equal to infinity for eolWllll 
at minimum reflux) 1 
5. Pressure on each plate m+n 
6. Pressure of feed flash or feed plate l 
7o Pressure of condenser and reboiler 2 
8. Heat loss or gain on each plate (usually consi-
dered equ.al to zero for adiabatic operation) ~+n 
9. Beat los.s. or gain. i.n fe,ed f.lash or on feed 
plate ( us.ually. adiabatic) · l 
10. Condenser load (mirl.imum for column at minimum 
reflux) 1 
C + 2m + 2n + 8 
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(a)' 
(b) 
1=.4_ 
There remain hro variables· which must be fixed to eompl:etely 
des'Cribe the column· operationo At the m.inimWR reflux the-s·e ean be 
either the total distillate a11d the amount of one component in the 
distillate, or the llrodluct si:.1li t of two components. The individual 
cmn1Jouents id11ich are specified 111ust be present in both ·pro,daets o 
The assumption of sharp product splits iimnediately · li-1dts the 
u.s•e · o·f a method. containing this · assumptio-n. All eowpon·ents ou,t:side 
th.:e keys are neglected in one section of the tower or the·otl11er 0 
Th.i,s ·meanra the heavier co11iiponents are neglected in determ:inin:1~ the 
reflux rate and condenseJC' load and that the lighter components ar,e 
ne,ghrcted in determining the boilup rate and reboiler load. The 
possibilities for error are obvious. 
'The resolutio11 of a multi component system to a pseudo-binary 
contains the possibility for a nw11ber of errors. It is not yet p·os= 
sible to -describe the propertles 0£. · a single conaposi tion at various 
c'Gndi ti'ons of' te1nperature and pressure by assuming it ·· is made up of 
one or two pseudo-components" Therefore, it is· ·hardly probabl-e · that ·· 
one can def'ine the 1mixture in term.s of t,vo pseudo=com.pon:ents t°lliat 
descri'ltre a number of compositions at a number of temy,eratures and 
pressures with any degree of accuracyo This assumption often is 
us;e,d E;lS a means of effectively neglecting all components except the 
keys. 
The first methods of solution for the problem of minimum reflux 
were presented in the 1920 1 .s., McCabe and Thiele (24), Ponchon (25)~ 
and Savarit (26) presented methods which are quite easy to use and 
show gra1phically the conditions existing in the column at ·m±nimum 
reflux. The McCabe-Thiele method is limited to binary mixtures 
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wh'os,e components have identical latent heats of va1>orizat·ion at all 
t•emperatures and pr·essures in the colwnn:, that is i constant molal 
overflow is assui11.ed. The Poncho,n-Savari t method takes into c10·11si'!" 
deration enthalpy· variations for different components ·wit:111 temp.er.a-
ture and pressure i but is also limited to two component syst-e-11i:s. 
Souders and Brown (7) have published material balance and ·eq_ui-
librium relationshi1,s that apply at tl1e pinch zones. Tb.ese equations 
,ver·e · the first to be presented which were valid for 1ml ticom1lon.ent 
VRi = 
l - (L/lCV)Ri 
1 - (VK/L)Si 
\ 
~\.._~-.\.'-~ )'L ... !!~J-
These equations are rigorous for all multicomponent distilla~, 
tiori ·systems at minimum refluxo 'l'hey are easily a]~plied for a dis= 
tribU:ted system which has tbe feed zone included in the pinch zone& 
(a saturat'ed liquid and/or vapor feed) o Since neither the products 
nor the pinch zone compositions could be predicted for nondistributed 
sy-stems when these equations were presented, it was difficult to a:p,-
ply the equations usefully,. Later however, several investiga:tars-
(1 92 78~14) found these equations quite useful as prediction and cor= 
rection equations wben combined with other relationshipsa 
Iri .1932~ Fenske (15) and Underwood (32) eacb: published liraethods j 
for the determinatic:m of minil!llum reflu~c for multic·o1npone1rt sy:st-emso 
Underwoodijs equation applies at all feed conditions and Fenskers 
equation···applies specifically to bubble point feeds 0 
Fenske 
Underwood 
(L/D)R = l 
« = l R 
(3) 
(L/D)R + l)XRl - (l + q) Xdl Xa1 (L/J>)R~ qXdL 
------------ = ( 4) 
( L/d) JI + 1) ~ - ( l + q) X dh Xrui ( L/~) R- qXdh 
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If the Underwood equation is applied to a bubble point f-eed 1 it 
reduces to tbat of Fenske. These equations are based on the a:_~l!M:tll!lp= 
ti·ons of constant 111olal overflow and constant relative volatility 0 
Tl\ey -are also based on t.be 1,resumption that the distillate co\llfll!POSi-
tion and the pinch compositions are kno1vn. . The equations are· ·rigo-
rous f·or 4istributed 1,roducts if rel;,ative v0latilities a·t tl,e fe-ed 
telfl1perature are used, and if they are sliglltly rearranged. For 
example, Fenske 0s equation is rigorous at the apove conditions if 
in the following form. 
1 
a. = 1 R 
( 5) 
The compositions of the rectifying pinch are those of the equilibri= 
um feed liquid and vapor and the result is the liquid rate in the 
pinch. Since the two keys are known in the dis,tillate ~ one can find 
the correct distillate composition for the.other components by ma= 
terial balances. Then the usual methods may be~ed to find the re= 
flux without assuming constant molal overflow. 
In 1939 9 Jenny (18) published ·.the first method that used pl-ate 
to plate calculations. This rr1ethod assumes tllat dis1;illate compositions 
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are known. The problems solved for publication using this method 
were based on constant molal overflow due to the tedious nature of 
the method, al though this assumption is not necessary. 'l'he pinch 
te1nperatures are estimated by the criterion that (L/KV)Ri ~ l for 
all components, that are not in the distillate, and by a similar re .. 
lationship in the stripping section ot' the column. .A ref'lmc is as-
sumed and stepwise component calculations are r11ade to determine the 
feed plate compositionso 'the results of tl'l.e trial and error solu-
tion are checked by plate to plate calcula.tions from the feedo This 
was the first multicomponent method that did not force the assum.p- · 
tion of constant relative volatility o·r constant molal ov·erflow for 
nondistributed products" The method did not 9 however, include a means 
of predicting the composition of these productso Publication of tb.is 
method added a great deal to the understanding of the conditions. at 
minimum reflux and 9 for the first time\) used })late to plate calcula-
tions to some advantage. 
Brown and Holcomb (5) were the first to propose a method that 
used plate to plate calculations for the entire solution of a column 
operating at minimun1 refluxo This method still had the very common 
assumption that the products at the minimum were knowno 'l'hey sug= 
gested that the first asswnption of the reflux rate be made by some 
short cut method, eit-her their approximate method ( 4) or some oth,er o 
Plate to plate calculations by the Thiele-Geddes (29) method are 
made from ·the products· to the pinch zoneso At the pinch zone 9 a 
small amount of the lightest nondistributed component not appearipg 
in the distillate is added to the streamso Several plates are cal"" 
culated and the next heavier component is introduced" In thismanner 
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calculations are made in the rectifying pinch to the feed zoneo A 
similar procedure is followed in the stripping section of the column •.. 
The matching of the components at the feed plate is tested and 9 if 
in error for any·other than the keys and other distributed components, 
th:e calculations are repeated from the pinch zones with the nondis-
tributed components being introduced on different trayso When the 
feed plate mesh is within the desired degree of accuracy on the non-
distributed components, the distributed components are checked. If 
they mesh properly, the reflux chosen was the correct minimum reflux. 
If not, a new reflux rate must be chosen and the calculations resumed ·· 
at the beginning. This method forces only the assumption that the 
distillate at the minimum reflux is known from actual operation or 
can be estimated accurately. 1rhis earl be done easily for binary 
systems. 
For multicomponent systems; the distillate can be found by sev-
eral. methods. These methods are all combined with other minimum 
reflux calculations. There is no reason to use Brown and Holcomb's 
method after solving the problem and predicting the distillate com-
position by some e>ther method. 
Gilliland (12) presented a trial and error short cut technique 
in 1940. This method takes into consideration those components other 
than the keys and their effect on the minimum reflux. Using this 
method, the minimwn reflux can be bracketed within limits and a con-
servative value might be used. The assumptions of constant molal 
overflow 9 constant relative volatility, and products known are in-
cluded .. This-method was an improvement over other short cut methods 
in that the. effect of non-key components was recognized. .However 11 
this improvement is somewhat negated by the tremendous increas-e in 
complexity. 
·Maxwell (22) later modified Gilliland's method. This modified 
method is considerably easier to use, but does retain the basic as-
swnptions. 
Using the results of Jenny 0 s method as a basis, Colburn (8) de-
velo·ped an empirical method of determining the minimum reflu:,c which 
was easier to·use than Jenny's.method and which·gave comparable re-
sul ts. The problems used to develop this method and which v1rere used 
to judge its validity were based on the assumption of constant molal 
overflow. Colburn~ Iii! method, therefore 9 indirectly contains t.hi,s 
assumption even though he does provide a means of JJartially correct= 
ing this error when desired. 
Later, Underwood ( 31) develo1:1ed a second method based on rigo= 
rous equations for the plates in a c.olumn. He reduced tb.ese equa= 
tions to a simple set to solve for the minimum refluxo However, 
th,ese equations are based on the assumptions of constant molal over= 
flow and constant relative volatility. Thereforei only under these-
conch tions are the, equations strictly valido Tbey are good for both 
distributed and nond.istributed products o Still later~ Underw-ood ( 30) 
showed how these equations might be used to determine the comri1osi= 
tions of components between the key components. They also can be· 
used to determine the amount of any other components in the distil= 
lat:e. 
(6) 
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There are n-1 values of 9., one between each·adjacent pair of 
. J 
values of relative volatility for the components in the system 0 For 
example, if there are four components in the system whose volatili-
ties are Oo5, loO, 2oO, and 2o5, there are three values of 9. These 
values are between 0~5 and 1.0, 1.0 and 2o0, 2o0 and 2.5. 
If all values of 9 are found for the system, one can then sub-
stitute them into the following equation and solve for ~he product 
composition. 
L a..d. 1 1 
a.. - g. 
1 J 
(7) 
Since quantities of the key components in the distillate are 
fixed, there remain n-2 compositions to find and the total V .• 
min 
These variables may be found by solving simultaneously. the n-1 in-
dependent equations formed by using a different value o.f 9 in each 
one. 
The distillate composition variables must be checked after so-
lutiono If unrealistic.values•were calculated, nondistributed com-
ponents are indicated (28). For example, any negative quantity in-
dicates that this component is present only in the bottoms and is· 
zero in the distillateo A distillate quantity greater than the 
amount of that component in the feed indicates that this component 
is. present only in the distillate product and is zero in tl).e botto,ms. 
All components whose val.ues in the distillate are between zero and 
the amount of tfl:at.compoitent in the feed are distributed to both. 
product,s. The calculated quantity is the correct amount in di~til-
late for these components. 
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While preparing results by Underwood's method, it was found 
that th·e minimum reflux is distorted if nondistributed components 
are presento This is caused by the unrealistic values predicted for 
the nondistributed·componentso This meaningless quantity may be re-
placed by a sound value if the 9 between the heavy key and next 
lighter component is used in Equation "l with the new distillate con1= 
position ar1d total~ Equation 7 has been rearranged from the f'orm. in 
which it was first presented to avoid the possibility of fixing one 
too 1nany variables. 
The original form isl 
1t j I c:t,d, ~l.!! J= i · + l) = -2:....2;._ 
.. mn a.-n 
. . i '5'j 
( 8) 
Equa.ti.one 7 and 8 are identical. Howevel~, f'or111 B bas often been used 
erroneously by assu1ning that the total. distillate must be ltnow11 to 
find the refluxi when actually the entire left side of the equation 
is .an unkno·wno The total distillate is known when the ·co1nposition 
is determinedo 
Shiras, Hansen, and Gibson (28) suggested a 1>late to plate me-
thod quite similar to that of Brown and Holcomb" Instead of a. t.rial 
and error technique to change the tray on which each of the noadis.!"" 
tributed components are introduced, they suggest that Lewis and Ma= 
theson (20) plate to plate cal'culations be made from the feed out. 
Th,e · Thiele-Geddes calculations are then made from the pinch zones in 
again 0 This method has the same inherent weakness as have those of 
Jenny, and Brown and Holcomb, that of asswuling actual products are 
equal to those at the minimwu refluxo 
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A number of other investig;ators (3~6~9~.21~23i27) have d.eveloJ)'ed 
rn1etho.ds of ~~alculating t:be 1:1r1bdm.um ref:'lt1:i,c for multicomponent a,ystems 0 
The ma,jori ty of' these methods involve more 1:iss11,u11iption1s or limitations~ 
are much more difficult to use 9 and ~~ive results no 1111ore accw.~ate 
th.an the previously described methods o An exception is a.n 1..m1mb-
lished method by Winn (34) which is similarjin many respects~ to 
those of Underwood and Maxwell o '!'his method is quite easy to use 
but has not been tested extensively against the results of other me= 
thods. 
'l'he methods of Maxwell~ Underwood~ and Winn are the sim:plest to 
use and~ for this reason~ the first two have bt1en. widely acce1)t1~do 
'l'b.e rt:isul ts of Underwood. 0 s second. method are generally comparable to 
those of Colburn and. Jenny 9 Maxwell Os method ap]:lroxillli'l.tes Oilli~· 
land's. 
lr1 19ei5 ~ Bachelor ( .1) J.lreri3entc~d a.nd la tier :i:mblish1:id ( r~) the 
firs.t method that made none of the classic assumptions mentioned. 
earlier" This method incorporates parts of other distillation cal-
culation methods with some ind'.epender1t derivations" 'l'his method was 
presented as a t"3hort cut~ but accurate~ solution to the problem of 
multicomi)Onent ndnimum refluxo It is not much more tedious than 
many of the methods ]Jiublished earber ~ but hardly conducive to, hand 
calcu+atio110 
In Bachelor's method, the product compositions and the feed 
zone co.mpositions can be found as functions of the vassing stream 
ratios in the feed zone and of the equilibrium feed liquid and/or 
va1'lor streams. By material balances and equilibrium relationships, 
the temperatures of the feed streams may he adjusted from the first 
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as.sumptions and the product and feed zone compositions adjusted ac= 
cordingly. 
Pseudo-equilibriwn plate to plate calculations are made out 
from the feedj the pinch zone compositions are found using the Sou= 
ders-Brown equations, and the pinch zone compositions and the pro-
ducts are adjusted again. This sequence is repeated until the de= 
sired degree of ma1;ching is achieved. 
A general outline of the method presented. by Bachelor can be 
found in Append.ix A. The derivatio11.s :pertinent for a bubble l':IOi11t 
feed a.re also ghren in Appe11dix A" '!'he equations for a d.ew point or 
flash feed are prese11ted but not derived as the meth.od is similar to 
that for the bubble point equations. 
The most recent· short cut technique is that developed by J. Evbar 
(14)" This method makes use of the generalized distillation equa"'.' 
tions developed by Edmister (10). From these generalized eq,uations, 
Erbar de1·ived relationships that perta.in to a colw-an OJ»erating at 
the minimum reflux. This method makes no assumptions of constant 
molal overflow~ constant relative volatility and predicts the pro= 
ducts at the minimum. r'efl.uxo Erbar 1s method is somewhat shorter for 
hand calculation than that of Bachelor and more readily adaptable to 
the medium sized or small digital computero Preliminary results in= 
dicate that this method will give results comparable to that of Ba= 
chelor. 
Tbe pertinent equations and an outline of the method can: be 
found in Appendix B. 
CH.APTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND EXPLANATION OF NEW METHOD 
'l'he minimum reflux method developed in this tb.esis is similar 
in many respect to those of Bachelor and of Erbaro The expressions 
developed by Bachelor are used to determine the feed zone and pro= 
duct compositionso 
Using the results of problems solved by the minimwn reflux me= 
thod presented in this thesis~ Jo Erbar found that the values of 
L/KiV for each tray in the rectifying section could. be replaced by 
assuming L/KiV to be linear over a 5 to 10 tray regiono These li= 
near factors produced similar results to those produced by the plate 
to plate values of L/KiV o This linear relationship is used to es= 
timate L/K1V when rigorous calculations would result in a negative 
material balance o It is also applied when an L/Ki V gr.eater than 
that in the pinch zone is JJredictecl for a plateo 
An example of' the linear estimation procedure is given in Fi-
gure 4o A plot of the L/ICV or V/KL on the trays 111.ear the feed is 
shown for one component o In -the stripping section, negative materi= 
al balances were calculated on the fourth trayo Therefore, tbe 
val:ues of VK1/L were estimated by linear relationships between the 
VKi/L on the third tray and in the pinch zoneo An examination of 
the stripping zone curve shows how well the estimations fit the other 
datao 
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In the rectifying section, values of L/K,iV greater than those 
in the pinch zone were calculated for the sixth tray. Thes,e values 
were esti1uated assuming linearity between the L/Ki V on the fifth 
tray and the pinch zoI1e. Tbe curve for the rectifying section ap= 
1>ears .distorted when the incorrect vah1e is considered. This d.is-. 
tortion is lessened when the estimated value is used. 
Negative 111aterial balances and 'L/KiV 0s that are too large are 
I 
ca.used by round out .!:Ind truQca.tio11. errors. They are also cs1.used by 
errors induced. by the toler~u:aces aJlplied to the bubble and dew point 
calculations and heat balances. 
When additional trials are carried out, the estihna,ted values of 
'· 
L/Ki V will be g1"adually replaced by values calculated directly. This 
procedure apJllies equally well to the values of Vlei~ in the strip-
I.ling sectiono 
The major differences between this method and those of Bachelor 
and Jo Erbar are in areas where they use approxi111ation method,s and 
this method uses rigorous plate to plate calculationso 
The first a.1"ea of" differe11ce is in the calculatio11 of tb.e pi11ch 
zo11e com1,1osi tions o Both Erbai~ and Bachelor a1JJproximate these by the 
use of the Souders-Hrown yJ1inch ZOile equations o It should be re1nem= 
bered that these equations are rigorous only if the pincb zone tein-
peratur.e and total flow quantities are known. These equations a:re 
quite-sensitive to temperature and total stream quantitieso Often 
a composition will be predicted that is more in error than the one 
on which the prediction was basedo Small errors such as were ,shown 
in F_igure 4 will produce larger errors in many caseso 
This new method predicts the compositions of the pinch zones 
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by riI"!;Orous plate to 1;1late calculations from the extremi tie.s of the 
column to the pinch i,rniie,s o 'I'hese plate to :plate calculations uti-
lize heat and material balances in conjunction wit.h equilibrium. re= 
lationships as suggested by Lewis and Matheson. Pinch zone compo-
sitions determdned in this manner are much more accurate than those 
determined by other meanso 
'!'he second and possibly most important differe.nce is tbe man=0 
ner in which the plates between the feed zone and pinch zone are han-
dled. J. Erba.r uses effective absorption factors ivbich bave been de"" 
termined using the results of this ri~~oroiu3 method. as a basis f'or 
testing their validity, 
aachelor Os method invoJ.v·ee u:pseud.0 11 Jpliol'te ,~.11.lc.ulation1J f:r·om the 
feed zone to the pinch ~oneo These cal 
for distributed productao 
tionm ara rigoraua only 
F'or nondistributed Jprodtu:;ts the ma~~ni tu.de of error is depende11t 
upon stream conqi,osi tions and deg;r,ee o:f unbalance in Jplat<~ ]mat ba,= 
lances. In some cases, total streams have been overcorrected as 
much as 70%. 
The method JJresented in t.his thesis uses rigorous :plate to !)late 
calculations from the f13ed zone out to tbe ][)inch zone-s. 'l'hese cal=, 
culations are the same as described for th1e (~xtre111i ties to the pinch 
ri;ones. When it becomes n.ecessary to estimate th~ L/JKV or V/KL ona 
tray that cannot be treated rigorously, the method. used ]1as been 
tested thorougbl;y andl is not subject to the errors develoJ)ed a 
single heat balance correction. 
F"or the first trial thEi pinch zo;1,1es are assumed to extend 
through the feed zonej that is, completely distributed products with 
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pinch z.one compositions equal to the equilibrium feed liquid and va-
po.r compositions are assumed. Corrections are then made using the 
pinch zone results from plate to plate calculations in from the con-
denser and reboiler. The next trial is based on the assumption that 
the p~nch zones begin one tray removed from the feed trays. Succes-
sive trials move the pinch zones ont t~ay farther away from the feed 
zone until the change in reflux is considered negligible. 
The calculation sequence follows. The theory behind· each step 
will be explained or referenced .to ·an. appendix. For consistency, 
the nomenclature used will be as close as possible to that used by 
Bachelor. 
Data necessary: Liquid and vapor enthalpy data for each component 
Vapor-liquid equilibria data for each component 
Feed composition, quantity and condition 
Light and heavy key component distributions 
(total mols) 
1. The temperature, vapor and liquid, and vapor and liquid enthalpy 
of the feed are calculated. 
2. The temperatures of the rectifying and stripping pinch zones 
are assumed to be equal to the temperature of the feed. (See Ap-
pendix C) 
3 0 If, a-sis first assumed, the pinch zones originate at the feed 
Since, by definition, 
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and\ 
th.en, = ~~ 
l(pi/Vri 
Similarly 1 one can sh.ow that cx.4'i - ui 0 In this way IH and ui 
are calculated. f'or the first trial. 
4o By definition, Gi = 1<.pi/vri u. l. ·- v'\d/lsi 1 
and 
T.heref'ore~ G (" /' i. = ;th gi, 
In an analogous mi,mner j it can be shown that U1 = Uhui 
Since Uh= f(u1~gbdh~d1~F')9 as is G11 (~ee A:ppendix A for equa= 
tions and derivations) 9 the values of U1 arid Gi can be calculatedo 
5a The distillate composition and the composition of the liquid en= 
tering the feed zone from the rectifying section are now calcu-
latedo These compositions are functions of u19 Gi ~ and F'1 o (see 
A1)p.endix A for equations and derivations) 
6 o The first trial 9 as stated· in step 3 1 is based o.n the assumption 
that tlhe feed zone is included in the pinch zones o Using materi= 
al balances and equilibrium relationships, equations to test the 
validity of the ternperature assumptions in the pinch zones ca11 
be developed (1 1 2). For the rectifying pinch zone, 
For the stripping pinch zone 1 
Ltp 
·- (Lq:; + D) G~ 
Uh(L<p + Lf) 
·- Lcp+D=Vr= 
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The derivation of these equations is given in Ai:>pendix A 0 
If the temperatures for which these K values are valid are the 
same as those assmned for the pinch zones, the calculation pro-
ceeds to step 7. If not 9 the calculation reverts to step 3 1 
using the calculated. temperatures in r;lace of those used before. 
7. By material balance i Vlj.li and bi are now calc·ulated. 
Bo Since the products~ feed liquid and vapor, and the liquid (l(f)i) 
and vapor (vq,i) entering the feed zone are known, th.e enthalpies 
for these streams not already known may be calculated. A .heat 
balance is made around the rectifying section of the column to 
determine the condenser loadi 
Q ::: II V 
C V 'f 
and the reboil er loa~, ~ , is equal to 
Q ::H..B-HV -liL +HD,,i,.Q 
r -1) V f 1 f d C 
9o Knowing the composition~ total quantity and enthalpy of the dis= 
tillate and knowing the condenser load, one can now proceed 
plate to plate down the columno The rectifying pinch zone bas 
be .. en reached when no change occurs in the compositions 'i tempera= 
_tur.e, and totals of the streams from plate to plate. Iu a simi,~ 
lar manner, calculations are made from the reboil er to the strip= 
ping pinch zone. 
1· ,' 
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10. It can be shown (see Appendix C) that 
l<.pi ro 
dl.• = A . + A l A . + A .., A l A . + o • o + A..".' • o • o A 2 A l A . <.pl. <.p+ i <.pi (f)+wi <.p+.i <.pl. "'"HJ. <.p+ i <.p+ i ~l. 
for the rectifying section of' a column at minimurr1 reflux 9 where 
A. = (L/IC V) o l. l. 
If the pinch zones pass through the feed zone, then 
A . = A l <.pl. (j)+ i = A = q,+2i 0 0 0 
and Aai < 1 for. every comrionent o 
Therefore, for com.1,letely distributed. }Jroducts 1 
Fo.r the first trial I which assumes distributed products I the 
series equation is used in the above formo An analogous equa= 
tion may be derived for the stripping section using Si = (VKi/L) o 
11 •. The results of calculations using the series equation can be 
rearranged to find the values of g. for the next trialo 
l. 
Remembering that 
then by material balance 
1 ./d. + 1 
<pl. l. 
= 
1<.ph/vrh 
lq>j_/Vri 
1 . + d. 
<pl. l. 
lcpi 
V , 
ri 
= - 0 
Analogous relationships apply in the stripping section of the 
tower for steps 9, 10, an,d lL 
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12. The calculations now start again at step 4, and step 6 is elimi-
nated. In steJp 9, a comparison of the new reflux is made with 
that calculated on the previous trial. Calculations -are con= 
sidered complete when the change in the reflux is small enough. 
13. Step 11 is changed somewhat for each trial. For the second tri= 
al in which the pinch trays are assumed to be one plate r_emoved 
from the feed zone, the series equation of step 10 now becomes 
ltpi 
d. = 
J. 
1 
= Aq,i ---
1 - ARi 
For all succeeding trials, this equation has the form 
l 
( ) A + l ) A,n l + 1 ) • • • + l ) A . • l ... A1u (l)+ni y+n- i c.pi 
14. Step 9 is expanded on trials two through N •. On these trials 9 
plate to plate calculations from the feed out to both pinch 
zones are made. For the second trial 9 the streams on each side 
of the feed zone are calculated. This allows the calculation 
of A<.pi and S«jii for use in the first series equation in step 13. 
On .each succeeding trial one more tray calculation is made· in 
each direction from the feed zone. 'l'he A and S factors from 
the trays are used in the second equation in step 13 or in the 
.analogous stripping pinch equation. 
A compari~on of the outlines of Erbar 1 s and of Bachelor's me= 
thods with this method will show up the differences very quickly. 
Inspection of steJliS 9 through 14 in Bachelor's uiethod show that 
.iequilibriuin'' streams are not in equilibrium for nondistributed 
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products. The single liquid rate correction is not followed by a 
corresponding composition correction, therefore~ the streams are not 
in material or heat balance after the ~ingle correction is made. Ob-
I 
viously, if the streams above the first plate do not satisfy these 
relationships, those on following trays cannot satisfy them either. 
In the feed out plate calculations and the pinch zone calcula-
tions, the methods of J. Erbar and of Bachelor are good approxima-
tions but are r;i.go.rous only for dis~i;-ibuted products. The pinch 
zone calculations are made in both methods by the use of the Souders-
Brown pinch zone equatiQns. 
In ~ummary, the differences between the propose<;l method and 
Bachelc,r '-s method ~re : 
I. (a) Bachelor computes pinch zone stream compositions, rates, 
and temperatures based on feed zone out calcul,ations (Ap-
pendix A, p. 54, Step 14). 
(b) The method developed for this t~esis computes the~-e quan• 
tities by rigorous plate to p~ate calculations from the 
column terminals to the pi,pch zones (Chapter IV, p. 30, 
Step 9_). 
II. (a) Bachelor'$ "feed out" c.alculationa do not use rigorolls 
equilibrium_ relationships; heat balance r_equirement~ and 
co~ponent material bal~nce requirements are not saU,~fieg 
(Append~x 4, p •. 52, Steps 9-13). 
( b) T~~ proposed me.thod e~tpl.oys rigorous · tray by tray Cijl~-ult-
tic,ns using ~otal stream and component material bal~nces, 
heat balances, and equilibrium relationships for feed 0'1:1; 
calcul~tions (Chapt0er IV, p. 32, Step 14) 
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III. (a) Bachelor's initial assumptions of the pinch zone tempera-
This assumption is not consistent with the initial asswnp-
tion that the pinch zones coincide with the feed zone {Ap-
pendix_A, p. 52, Step 3). 
(b) The proposed method. initially assumes that't.Qe temperatures 
IV. (a) 
of the pinch zones are equal to t~1e feed temperature. This 
assumption is consistent with the asswnption that the pir,u~h 
zones coincide with the feed zone {Chapter IV, p. 28, 
Step 2; Appendix C, p. 72). 
Bachelor checks U. and G., internal stream ratios, to deter-
. · 1 1 
mine when a satisfactory solution has been reached (Appen-
dix A, p. 54, Step 17). 
(b) The method presented in this thesis chec}'!-s the calculated 
reflux rate, an external quantity, to determine if a satis-
factor.y solution has been reached (Chapter IV, p. 28). 
V. (a) For a given cycle nwnber, N, Bachelor uses N + 2, L/KV or 
·VK/L values to determine new estimates of the internal 
stream quantities (Appendix A, p. 54 9 SteJJ 15). 
(b) The rigorous method uses N values af L/KV o,r VK/L to de-
termine the feed! zone and :product compositions on trial N' 
( Chapter IV, p. 32, Steps 10 - 13) 
' . .. . ... 
VI. (a) Bachelor's method requires an approximation of the distil-
late co~position (Appendix A, p. 52, data). 
(b) The m_ethod pres~nt;ed in· this thesis r;equires only the quan-
tities of the light and heavy keys in the dis_tillate (Chap:-
ter IV, p. 28, data). 
CHAP'l'ER V 
COMPARISON OI1' NEW METHOD WITH: OTHER ME'l'HODS 
A co11·1pari.stm w·a1s m,r,tde of tlcu~ refmJL ts o:f th1e ri~~1J1rou~1 method of' 
calcJLul101tinf~ minim1.m1 re:lllux and tbe results of sever,al short cut me-
thods o •rwo of these met.hods, Underwooti ij s second method. and Maxwell u 1s 
modification of Gilliland Os method.~ have been used extensively o 'l'he 
other~ Winn° s method j until now has been used only by Winn ,':lince 
it is unpul)lishedo 
All four methods were used with the six feed. co11qwsi tions s.hown 
in Table Io The light and heavy key quantities in the distillate 
were taken from Jo Erbar-Maddox (11~12~13) plate to plate resultso 
'l'ables II through XLVI show the distillate compositions, as pre= 
dieted by the r:i,gorous methodo The distillatl=:i compositions pre-
dicted by Underwood were quite similar in all cases and identical 
111rhen all components other tha.n the keys were nondistributed o When 
distributed comJ.1,oneuts other than the keys 11vere :present~ the quan= 
ti ties predicted l1y the two methods were only slig;htly different o 
MaX'lvell 's method does not contain a distillate com:position 1rre= 
diction feature o Therefore, some means of esti11na,tion must be usedo 
A generally accepted method is to use the I1'enske minimum plates ( 15) 
distr~butiono While this distribution is obviously in error at mi-
nimum reflux~ it does provide an estimate of the distillate composi-
tiono 
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Winn I s method also lacks a 111t111EHJ1.ns of predicting; the distillate 
compositiono F'or estimates to be used with this method, Winn's mi-
nimum stages (~$3) d.istribution was usecllo 
'fhe calculations using Winn 6 s method vrnre carried out at the 
feed temperatu:i:jeo Maxwell's method was used witb the avera!;e tower 
temperature, dJfined as 1/2( TDist + TBtms) o '.l.'he Underwood results 
type mi;ed and to111rnr preisrsure are noted on each table o ll'eed condi-
tion is noted Bl1' liquid for !bubble point li d feed1s l m:v vapor f'or 
a,. dew point vapor f'eeol, em.di a~~ X% liquid for a flash feedo 
An "L'' after a distillate com1:ionent denotes light k.ey, and an 
"H" denotes heavy keyo 
Both tlH:; imtbalpy data and the vapor-liquid equ.ilibria data 
are from the NGSMA Data J:looki 1967 (35) o 
'!'he convergence pressure used with each feed stream i~. shown 
in. Table L 
Discussion of Results of Calculations 
Sufficient :problems to warrant comparison were rllm only "vi th 
bubble point feeds and adjacent keys o Resml ts for a flash and a dew 
point feed are included ('l1al:1les XLIV, XLV, XLVI) ais; a JJioint of in= 
terest but aru:) not com:paredo Several :problems are included withre= 
sul ts for both adjacent and SJJli t keys o 'fbe effect on composition 
anol reflux is sho1.n1 by both Undlerwood Os second method and the ri~?;o= 
rous methocfo 
The percentage deviation of the results of the short cut methods 
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from thoseof the rigorous method was calculated for all bubble 
point feeds. Maxwell's method showed a maximum error of -71 o~ and 
a minimum error·of +1.1%. The average was ±29.9%. The largest er-
rors were at extremely low reflux rates with "sloppy" separations. 
The smallest errors were made with very "sharp" separations between 
similar components, such as iC4 and nC4 • 
Winn's method is an i~provement over that of Maxwell. The 
maximum and minimum deviations are of the same general size, -77.5% 
and -2ol% but the average is -26.3%. The largest errors are again 
for "sloppy" separations. However, this method is acceptable for 
any type of very sharp separation. 
Underwood's method shows considerable improvement over both 
Maxwell's and Winn's methods. This should be expected since Under-
wood's method is rigorous fqr multicomponent systems with only two 
limitations. (See Chapter III, pagel9) 
When the feed temperature is used, the maximum error was found 
to be 36.2% with a minimum error of -4.9%. The average error was 
!17.0%. When the average tower temperature was used, the average 
error was smaller but the range was larger. The average error was 
±14.8% with a maximum error of 54.9%, and a minimum error of 1.0%. 
When a comparison of the data from the Underwood results at the 
average temperature was made with those at the feed temperature 9 it 
was found that more consistent results were obtained by using the· 
Underwood method at the higher of the two temperatures. In this 
way, the maximum error becomes -33. 4% · for the extremely i•sloppy0 cut 
and the minimum is +1.0%. Underwood's method, when used in this way, 
is sensitive only to extremely "sloppy" separations and handles 
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other separations with little regard to degree of sharpness of the 
separation. The average error by this method is 11.9%. 
It must be·remembered that the discussion of results and con-
chusions dr,aLwn aprJly oi11ly to bubble JJoint feeds. 
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TABLE I 
FEED COMPOSITIONS 
F'eed Composition - Mols 
ComJ)onent 1 2 3 
c2 
c3 10 
iC4 20 20 
nC4 25 20 20 
iC5 25. 20 20 
nC 5 25 20 20 
c6 25 20 10 
Totals 100 100 100 
Conv.ergence 
Pressure Used 600# 600# 1000# 
Feed Composition - Mols 
Component 4 5 7 
c1 1 
c2 .5 5 .5 
C3 20 24 15 
iC4 15 15 10 
nC4 15 15 10 
iC5 15 1.5 10 
nC5 15 15 10 
C 
,6 15 10 10 
c7 10 
ClO 10 
Totals 100 ,, 100 100 
Convergence 
Pressure Used 1000# .3000# 2000# 
TABLE II 
·Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psia 
Distillate Composition 
. Total Mols 
nc 4 "24.19614 L 
iC5 .o. 91698 ff 
Total 25.11312 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols 
New Method 49.113 
·Underwood 41.771 
@ TAve 
Underwood 41. 876 ® TFeed 
:Maxwell 39.840 
Winn 29.895 
TABLE IV 
Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq, 
'l;otal Condeilser Tower Pressure· 25 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols 
nC 4 23.81698 L 
ic 5 2,14663 H 
Total 25.96361 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola 
New Method . 43.114 
Underwood 37,757' 
@ TAve 
Underwood 37,889, 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 37,350 
Winn 25,244 
TABLE VI 
Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Total Mola 
nc 4 25,00000 New Method 190,474 
iC 5 23,94206 L 
Underwood 174.370 
@ TAve 
nC 5 1,06070 H Underwood 161,983. 
@ TFeed 
·Totai 50,00276 Maxwell 156,832 
Winn 171,338 
TABLE VItI 
Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psia 
Distillate Composition 
T·otal Mols · 
nc4 25,00000 
iC5 24,24573 L 
r1C5 0,75336 H 
Total 49,99909 
MinimWil Reflux Rate 
. Total Mols 
New Method 195,539 
Underwood 179,727 @ TAve 
Underwood 166,987 @ Treed 
Maxwell 161. 766 
Winn 176.276 
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TABLE III 
Feed Composition 1 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols · 
nC 4 24.32713 L 
iC5 1. 43859 H 
Total 25,76,572 
Minimwn Reflux Rate 
Total Mols 
New Method •17.•IB'l 
Underwood 40,657 ® T,1vc 
Underwood 40,720 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 38,207 
Winn 28,321 
TABLE V 
Fe_ed Composition Feed Condit ion BP Liq. 
Toia1 Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psin 
Dis.tillate Composition 
Total Mola 
.nC4 25.00000 
iC5 23,64628 L 
nc5 1,35840 H 
Total 50,00468 
Minimum Reflux Hate 
Total Mols 
New Me.thod 184,870 
Underwood 169,168 
@ 1'Ave 
Underwood 157.126 @ Tro~d 
Maxwell 152,010 
Winn 166, 5•13 
TABLE Vi:I 
Feed Composition Feed Conditioh BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pre·ssure 25 psla 
Disbillate Composition 
Total Mols · 
nc4' 2s.ooooo 
iC 6 24,11807 L 
ac5 0,88637 H 
Total 50,00445 
Minimum Reflux Hate 
Total Mola 
New Method 196,095 
Underwood 171.441 
@ TAve 
Underwood 164,846 
@ Treed 
Maxwell 159,656 
Winn p4,166 
TABLE IX 
Feed Composition 2 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 50 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols 
iC 4 19,01668 L 
nC 4 0,82294 Ii 
Total 19, 83962 
Minimum Reflux Hate 
Total Mola 
New Method 104,048 
Underwood 101. 587 
@ TAve 
Underwood Ill. 327 @ Treed 
Maxwell 105,185 
Winn 100,148 
TABLE X 
Feed Composition 2 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 50 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mole 
iC4 19,49084 L New Method 108.140 
nC4 0,55977 H 
UnderwoOd 106,049 
@ TAve 
Total 20,05061 Underwood 116.077 
@ TFeed 
MexweU 109,810 
Winn 104,800 
TABLE XII 
Feed Compo•ition 2 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Cond~n••r Tower Pr•••ur• 150 p•ia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Total Mole 
iC4 20,00000 New Method 154,077 
nC4 19,47923 L 
Underwood 47,750 
@ TAve 
iC6 0.25811 H Underwood 46,514 
@ TFeed 
Total 39,73735 Maxwell 36,579 
Winn 40,629 
TABLE XIV 
Feed Composition 2 Feed Condition , BP Liq, 
Total Con4enser Tower· Pressure 60 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mole 
iC 4 20,00000 New Method '48,632 
nc4 18,78370 L 
uiiderwood 44,142 
@ TAve 
iC5 0.89316 H Underwood 43,048 
@ TFeed 
Total 39,67686 Maxwell 32,497 
Winn 37.132 
TABLE XVI 
Feed Composition 2 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 50 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Total Mola 
iC 4 20.00000 New Method; 190,311 
nC4 20,00000 
Underwood 177,223 
@ TAve 
iC5 19,37217 L Underwood 155,440 
@ TFeed 
nC5 0,78802 H Maxwell 143,323 
Total 60,16019 Winn 173,266 
TABLE XI 
Feed Composition 2 ,Feed Condi~ion BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pre~sure 50 pei:a 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Raie 
Total Mole · Total Mols 
iC4 19, 70647 L New Method 110,807 
nC4 0,31303 H 
Underwood 106,841 
@ TAve 
Total 20,01950 Underwood 119,122 
@ Treed 
Maxwell 112,806 
Winn 107,879 
TABLE XII! 
Feed Composition ll Feed Condition BP Ll.q, 
Total Condenser Tower PruAur• eo psi& 
Dbtillate Compoei tion Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mole Total Mols 
iC4 20,00000 New Method 52.037 
nC4 19,16367 L 
Underwood 46,455 ® TAve 
iC5 0,44979 H Underwood 45,300 @ TFeed 
Total 39,61366 Maxwell 35,213 
Winn 39,400 
TABLE XV 
Feed Composition 2 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressu,re 50 psla 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Tot.al Mols 
!C4 20.00000 New Method 184,963 
nC4 20,00000 
Underwood 172,315 
® TAve 
iC5 19,27975 L Underwood 150,834 
® TFeed 
nC6 l.11443 H Maxwell 138,928 
Total 60,39418 Winn 169,093 
TABLE XVII 
Feed Composition 2 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Cond.enser Tower Pressure 50 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola ·Total Mola 
iC4 20.00000 New Method 192,975 
1>C4 20,00000 Underwood 179,731 @ TAve 
iC5 19, 53892 L Underwood 
@ Treed 157,689 
nC5 0.71201 II Maxwell 145,366 
Total 60,25093 Winn 175,458 
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TABLE XVIII TABLE XIX 
Feed Composition 3 Feed Condition BP Liq, Feed Composition 3 Feed Condition>. BP Liq, 
Total Conden~·er Tower Pressure 100 psia Total Condenser Tower Pressure 100 psi-a 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate Distillate Composition Minimwn Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mola Total Mola Total Mols 
c3 10,00000 New Method 123.487 c3 10,00000 New Method 118,061 
iC4 18,36573 L 
Underwood 115,742 
@ TAve iC4 17,90530 L 
Underwood 109,892 
11 TAve 
nC4 1,61941 II Underwood 117,746 
@ TFeed 
nc4 1,94810 H Underwood 111,894 
@ Treed 
Total 29,98514 Maxwell 99,928 Total 29,85340 Maxwell 94,675 
Winn 113,043 Winn 107,199 
TABLE XX TABLE XXI 
Feed Composition 3 Feed Condition BP Liq, Feed Composition 3 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 75 psia Total Condenser TOwer Pressure 75 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Total Mola Total Mols Total Mols 
C3 10,00000 New Method 46,075 c3 10.00000 New Method 46,850 
iC4 20.00000 
Underwood 41.628 
@ TAve iC4 20.00000 
Underwood 42.392 @ TAve 
nC4 19,27919 L Underwood 37.301 
iC5 l.10445 B 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 29,375 
nc4 19,40874 L . Underwood 
@ Treed 38,008 
iC5 0.96838 H Maxwell 30,261 
Total 50,38364 Winn 35,046 Total 50,37712 Winn 36,713 
TABLE XXII TABLE XXIII 
Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq, Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 1150 psia Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 1150 pda 
Pistillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols Total Mole Total Mols 
c2 5,00000 New Method 48,1596 c2 5,00000 New Method 47,682 
C3 18,66793 L 
Underwood 40,498 
@ TAve c3 
18,56424 L Underwood 39,866 
@ TAve 
iC4 0,66297 H Underwood 40,234' 
@ Treed 
lfotal 24,33090 Maxwell 315,276 
iC4 0,77572 H Underwood 39,585 
@ Treed· 
Total 24,33996 Maxwell 34.521 
Winn 31.090 Winn 30,377 
TABLE XXIV TABLE XXV 
Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq, Feed Composi ti.on 4 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
P.artial Condenser Tower Pressllre 100 psia Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 100 psia 
J)istillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Totai Mols 
c2 5,00000 New Method 86,434 · c2 5,00000 New Method 88,615 
c3 20,00000 
Underwood 92,703 
@ TAve c3 
20,00000 Underwood 96,688 
@ TAve 
iC4 14.17280 L Underwood 77,526 
@ Treed 
nC4 0.75932 B 
·Maxwell 69,259 
iC4 14,47215 L Underwood 80,987 
@ Treed 
nC4 0,52592 H Maxwell 72,570 
Total 39,93212 Winn 83,313 Total 39,99807 Winn 86,725 
TABLE XXVI TABLE XXVII 
Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq, Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Partial Condenaer Tower Pressure 75 psia Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 75 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols Total Mole Total Mols 
c2 5,00000 New Method 33,506 c2 5,00000 New Method 32,089 
C3 20.00000 
Underwood 34,352 
@ TAve c3 20.00000 
Underwood 33,923 
@ TAve 
iC4 15,00000 Underwood 27,073 
@ TFeed 
nC4 14.91426 L Maxwell 20,695 
iC4 15.00000 Underwood 26,546 
@ TFeed 
nC4 14,98883 L Maxwell 20,079 
iC5 0,36575 H Winn 29,237 iC5 0,48801 H Winn 28·. 927 
Total 55,28001 Total 55.47684 
TABLE XXVIII TABLE XXIX 
Feed Composition 5 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mole Total Mols 
C1 1.00000 New·Method 60,576 
c2 5,00000 Underwood 54,577 @ TAve 
c3 22,88938 L Underwood 52,073 
l.C4 0,95873 H 
® TFeed 
Maxwell 40,405 
Total 29,84811 Winn 39,614 
TABLE XXX 
Feed etimposition 5 Feed Coiidition BP Liq. 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 130 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
•rotal Mols Total Mole 
c1 1,00000 · New Method 47,745 
c2 5,00000 
Underwood 50,472 
@ TAve 
c3 24,00000 Underwood 31,641 
® TFeed 
iC4 ·15.00000 Maxwell 24,309 
nC4 14.80045 L Winn 33,863 
iC5 0,22947 H 
Tot.al 60,02992 
TABLE XXXII 
Feed Composition 7 
Partial Condenser 
Distillate Composition 
Tatnl Mols 
c2 5.00000 
c3 13.76581 L 
iC4 1, 81454 II 
'fatal 20,61035 
Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
'J'otal Mols 
New Method 46,743 
Underwood 34,516 
@ TAve 
Underwood 
@ '1'Feed 
36,356 
Ml\xwell 19.264 
Winn 23,16'1 
Feed Composition 6 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure JOO psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
cl 1.00000 New Method 59,467 
c2 5,00000 
Underwood 53,902 
@ TAve 
c3 22.84916 L Underwood 51. 243 
@ TFeed 
-ic4 1.10660 H Maxwell 39,559 
Total 29, 95577 Winn 38.705 
TABLE XXXI 
Feed Composition 5 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Partial C~ndenser Tower Pressure 150 ps ia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
c1 1,00000 New Method 51,093 
c2 6,00000 
Underwood 51,622 
@ TAve 
c3 24,00000 Underwood 32,612 
@ TFeed 
iC4 16,00000 Maxwell 26.346 
nC4 14.96079 L Winn 34,603 
iC5 o,08176 H 
Total 60,03256 
TABLE XXXIII 
feed Composition 7 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
c2 5,00000 New Method 34,644 
c3 12,62757 L 
Underwood 23,427 
@ TAve 
iC4 2,89561 H Underwood 24.051 
@ TFeed 
nC4 0,84097 Maxwell 10,906 
Totnl 21, 36415 Winn 14.170 
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TABLE XXXIV 
Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 100 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola Total Mola 
c2 5.00000 New Method 28,447 
c3 15,00000 
Underwood 32,498 
@ TAve 
iC4 10.00000 Underwood 20,475 
® TFeed 
nC4 9, 84604 L Maxwell 13,005 
iC 5 0.32002 H Winn 21,384 
Total 40.16606 
TABLE XXXV 
Feed Composition 7 Feed Condition BP Liq, 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 100 ps.i·a 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
c2 5.00000 New Method 29.188 
c3 15.00000 
Underwood 33,299 ® TAve 
iC4 10.00000 Underwood 21,141 
@ TFeed 
nC4 9.97511 L Maxwell '13,769 
iC5 0,21595 !I Winn 21,951 
Total 40, 19107 
TABLE XXXVI 
Feed Composition 3 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 150 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mole 
C0 B,21174 L 
iC 4 5,23096 H 
nC4 
Total. 
l, 46132 
14, 90402 
New Me,thod 35,915 
Underwood 24,419 
@ TAve 
Underwood 28,018 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 20,075 
Winn 11,618 
TABLE XXXVIII 
Feed Composition 3 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 150 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mole 
c:i 7 .89727 L 
iC 4 5,26751 H 
nc 4 1, 88156 
Total 15,04634 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols 
New Method 32,534 
Underwood 22,339 
@ TAvo 
Underwood 25,718 
@ Treed 
Maxwell 18,034 
Winn 10,407 
TABLE XL 
Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Partial Condf;'!nser Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols 
c2 3,19791 L 
C3 4, 38610 H 
iC4 0,08184 
Total 7, 665B5 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
'total Mole 
New Method 19. 42188 
Underwood 8, 7608 
@ 'tAve 
Underwood 12,939 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 5.620 
Winn 4,377 
TABLE XLII 
Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols 
C2 3, 62115 L 
C3 4, 10628 H 
Total 7, 72743 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola 
New Method 23. 356 
Underwood 12. 471 
@ TAve 
Underwood lB, 201 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 7,616 
Winn 7.035 
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TABLE XXXVII 
Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 150 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mola 
c3 8. 21174 L New Method 32,526 
iC 4 5. 70542 
Underwood 25,113 
@ TAve 
nC4 2,25254 H Underwood 28,491 
@ TFeed 
Total 16, 16970 Maxwell 
Winn 
TABLE XXXIX 
Feed Composition Feed Condit ion BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 1·50 psia 
Distillate Composition MinimlUII. Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
c3 7 .89727 L New Method 30. 684 
iC4 5, 57643 
Underwood 23,542 
@ TAve 
nC 4 2, 31478 H Underwood 26,788 
@ TFeed 
Total 15. 78848 Maxwell 
WiJln 
TABLE XLI 
Feed Composition Feed Condition BP Liq. 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
c2 3, 19791 L New Method 17 .113 
c3 4. 67504 
Underwood 11.151 
@ TAve 
iC4 0, 53009 H Underwood 14,605 
@ TFeed 
Total 8.40304 Maxwell 
Winn 
TABLE XLIII 
Feed Composition 4 Feed Condition ~p Liq. 
Partial Condenser Tower Pressure 300 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimwn Reflux Rate 
Total Mols Total Mols 
c2 3. 62115 L New Method 20,575 
C., 5,16585 Underwood 13,314 
" 
@ TAve 
iC4 o. 37154 H Underwood 17. 366 
@ TFeed 
Total 9, 15854 
Maxwell 
Winn 
TABLE XLIV 
Feed Composition l Feed Condiiion BP Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 p11ia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mols 
nc4 23,89377 L 
iC5 1,65478 H 
·. Total :16,54855 
; Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola 
New Method 45.340 
Underwood 37,360 
@ TAve 
Underwood 39,349 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 36,584 
Winn 27,003 
TABLE XLV 
Feed Composition Feed Condition 50% Liq, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psia 
Distillate Composition 
Total Mola 
Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola· 
nc4 23.89377 L New Metliod 85.785 
iC5 1. 65478 II 
Underwood 66.758 
@ TAve 
Total 25,54855 Underwood 72.651 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 62,132 
Winn 68,502 
TABLE XLVI 
Feed Composition l Feed Condition DP Vap, 
Total Condenser Tower Pressure 25 psia 
Distillate Composition Minimum Reflux Rate 
Total Mola .Total Mola 
nC4 23,89377 L New Method 139,687 
iC5 1.65478 H Underwood 10'1',856 
.@ TAve 
Total 25,54855 Underwood 117.217 
@ TFeed 
Maxwell 87,680 
Winn 92.170 
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CHAF''l'ER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
At the ti11-rui of Jiublication, Bac.helor 's method was probably the 
best general method of minimtrn~ reflu:K calculation t.ha.t had been pro 0= 
posedo It was th,e only method available that included a product 
correction feature that 11,1 'as fr1ee of the asismnx:1,tions of constant rum= 
lal overflow and constant relative volatility. wn1ile requiring a 
large amount of hand. calculation~ the results are :r111or,e accurate than 
any of the plate to plate calculations proposed earlier 1 since the 
Jiroducts are correct for the feed conch tion. and a.mow1.ts of key com= 
ponents in each :product" 
Jo Erbar 1 s trial aud error short cut method is somewhat easier 
to use by hando Er bar's calculation ]procedure is also free of' the 
classical assrn111Jption,s usually made in minin1um r,~flux. calculations 
and predicts the distillate compositiono 
If the :proble1111 can tc1lerate th.e ass11.11111ptions of co1111.1:s·l:ant molal 
overflow and constant relative volatility~ or if the Jproducts are 
distributed, Underwood's second method of calculation is much short-
er than either of the above mentioned methods. Underwood's method 
does contain a product prediction feattU'e. 
For feedm wherein the rigorous method p~edicted that all com-
ponents except the keys were nondistributed, Underwood's method also 
predicted the same distribution. If (HU:! or more con11J)onents other 
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other than the. keys were distribut·ed. according to the rigorous. method i 
Underwood's method made the same type of predictiono However, the 
amounts of the distributed rion-key components were somewhat different. 
'rhe asswnption of constant relative volatility is no longer pre-
sent if the products are distributed and relative volatilities at 
the feed temperature are used. The liquid thus calculated is the li-
quid entering the feed zone'o 'Heat balances can be made around the 
rectifying section and the cor1denser to determine the minimtmi reflux. 
Hence, constant molal overflow need no longer to be ass1..m1ed. 
The method presented in this thesis is rigorous and the 1nini-
mum reflux may be found to any degree of accuracy desired. This me~ 
thod is not feasible for hand calculation 'i ·but. is easily adaptable 
to medium size digital computers. This method could be used to 
great advantage in checking the reliability of short cut methods. 
'!'his is suggested as a :means of discovering just which short cut 
methods can be used for a fairly good estimate of the minimwn reflux'i 
lmder what conditions the short cut methods are most reliable, and 
what the degree of reliability might be for. the VllLrio·u.s meth.ods. 
This use has been made in this thesis for bubble r;oi11t feeds. 
It has shown that Underwood's second method is fairly reliable con-
sidering the assuinptio11s inherent in it. 
LIST OF NOMENCLATURE 
A - component ratio in equilibrium streams, L/KiV = li/vi 
B 
D 
F 
G 
K 
L 
N 
Q 
s 
u 
V 
b 
d 
f 
g 
1 
m 
n 
q 
- bottoms 9 total mols 
- distillate, total mols 
- feed 9 total mols 
component ratio in passing streams above feed entry, lm./v. 
.1. ri 
- vapor-liquid equilibrium ratio 9 Yi/xi 
- liquid 9 total mols 
- trial number 
heat load 9 Btu 
- component ratio in e~uilibrium streams, VK./L = v./1. 
1 1 .1 
l 
- component ratio in passing streams below feed entry, vw./1. 
Tl. Sl. 
- vapor, total mols 
- individual bottoms component, mols 
- individual distillate co1npor1ent, mols 
- individual feed component, mols 
- relative passing stream ratio above feed entry 
- individual liquid component, mols 
plates in stripping section of distillation column 
- plates in rectifying section of distillation column 
- feed condition specification 
r, s, t - terms in equations pertaining to Bachelor 0 s method for 
flashed feeds 
u - relative passing stream ratio below feed entry 
48 
v - individual vapor component, mols 
x mol fraction of a component in the liquid\ l)hase 
y mol fraction of a component in the 
¢A - fraction of component 
¢s - fraction of component 
~ - tray above feed entry 
~ - tray below feed entry 
not 
not 
Q - root in Underwood method 
a - relaiiye volatility 
absorbed. 
stripped 
Subscripts 
b - bottoms 
d - distillate 
F - feed zone 
f - feed 
h - heavy key 
i individual component 
1 - light key 
L ... liquid 
R - rectifying pinch zone 
RZ - rectifying zone 
r - stream entering rectifying section 
S - stripping pinch zone 
SZ - stripping zone 
s - stream entering strippi~g section 
V - vapor 
~ - tray above feed entry 
If/ - tray below feed entry 
vapor phase 
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APPENDIX A 
OUTLINE OF BACHELOR'S MEtHOD OF CALCULATING MINIMUM REFLUX 
Data necessary: Liquid and vapor enthalpy data 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Vapor-liquid equilibria data 
Feed composition, quantity and condition 
·Light and heavy key component distributions (mols) 
An approximation of the distillate composition 
Choose totals of key components in the distillate. 
Determine feed condition, temperature and -enthalpy. 
Assume Tep and T'/1 = ±1/6(Tb + Td) + l/2(Td +Tb). 
Calculate g. and u. = a. at assumed temperatures. i i i · . 
Calculate Gi and Ui. 
Calculated. and 1 .• i <pi 
7. Check assumed temperatures against calculated temperatures. If 
the two do not agree, recalculate, starting at 3 with the new 
temperatures. If the c_alculated and assumed temperatures agree 
within the limits set, proceed to B. 
B. Calculate v,,.. and b. by material balance. 
Ti i · 
9~ Calculate trays out from the feed in both directions. There are 
the trial number plus two trays in each section. 'rhese calcula= 
tions are made as shown below for the rectifying zones 7 assum-
ing trial number six for purposes of illustration. 
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Tray Noo Components Appearing in the Distillate 
Components Not Appearing 
in the Distillate 
V • = (1 l /d. + l)d. <pi (j)+ . ]. ]. 
]. 
tp+l V 
cp+l. (1 /d.+l)d. = l. ]. ]. (p+2i 
·- v ./{L/ICV) l tpJ. ]. (j)+ 
<J)+2 V 
cp+2i = (1 :3 /d. + 1 ) d. <p+ . ]. l. ]. 
= v l / ( L/K. V) '-' <J)+ . 1 ,p+ ... 
l. 
tp+3 V 
-· 
(1 4 /cL+l)d. <p+3. tp+ . ]. ]. 
]. 
' ]. 
-· v 2 /lL/K. V) .. , <p+ ' . 1 (j)+;) 
]. 
<J)+4 V (J)+4. = (1 ~ /d. + l)d. cp+o. l. l. ]. ]. 
-- v '2/(L/K.V). 4 tp+v. l. ({)+ 
l. ' 
tp+5 V 
<p+5. V = cp+4. 1 l. 
·- v 4 /(L/K. V). ~· q>+... 1 (p+o 
l. 
<J)+6 V (j) +6. = V <J)+5. = V <p+4. ]. ]. 1. 
tp+7 v,n+7. = v, 6 = V i,• =V 4 =VR. 
't' 1 <p+ i tp+oi <P+, i .: 1 = 0 
lOo The compositions of the liquid streams above the feed tray are 
not necessary since Bachelor reco1nmends that the over-all rates 
and average molecular weights of the vapor streams and the dis= 
tillate be used to determine the average molecular weights and 
rates of the liquid streamso 
11 o Dew points are calculated on all vaJJor streams to determine 
the plate temperatures. 
12a Make a 1i:d.n1!J:le liquid. rate ,r.:orrection based. on a. heat bf:tl.ance 
around the tray" F'~r ex.ample, for the first tray: 
11v.v~ + HVV f .. HL l,tp = nvqi'D 
, _______ .. ___ .: __ "/"'"~'"' 
This new value of the liquid entering tray tp plus the distil-
late is equal to the total va1Jor leaving tray tp. Since the 
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compositions are ai!'.1sun1ed to remain the sa!lrie I no further cor= 
rection of the total quantities of the passing; strea:ms above 
tray <p can be 1nadeo Simil.si.r calculations are made on the other 
I 
trays above the feado 
130 Calculate the anthalpiea of the vapor and liquid atreamaabove 
the fir,st tray using enthalpies bas<cl'dl on aver .. J1g·e mQlecular 
weight.so 
14 o The results of' the last tray are assumed to be the conditions 
in the pinch zone, and the Souders-Hrown rectifying: pinch zone 
equation is used to correct the total stream quantities and 
temperatureo 
150 A series equation is used to correct the feed zone to J)roduct 
ratios o Bachelor recowmnends tha.t this equation be initiated. 
at the third correction fronu a distributed fef~do '!'his will 
allow it to be correct if the feed is distributed and gives a 
better second guess if there are nondistributed components. 
'.t'he ratios of ltpi/di are now· used to calculate the new values 
160 Steps 9 through 15 apply specifically to the rectifying section 
of the columno Similar calculations are made for the stripJ)i.ng 
section of the column and new values of L\ are fou:nd.: 
17. Calculations are :now resumed at step 5" Of' coursei step"? i& 
no longer included, Bachelor! sug;gests that the calculations 
be considered com111lete whe:r:;i. there is no longer a significant 
change in G. and U., 
- 1 1 
18 0 Heat and matez:ial ·balances are now m.ade around the rectifying; 
section and aroimd tbe condenser to determine the m:i.nimwn re= 
flux rateo 
\ 
. ·ii 
r-· -V1w------.......+--D---+_.. 
.-------·- Lo 
FIGURE 5 
COLUMN AT MINIMUM REFLUX 
. BACHELOR'S METHOD 
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Derivation of Equations for Bachelor 0s Method 
Pertaining to Bubble Point Feeds 
4!!. .!9.¥.~tions refer~ ~igure ~. 
' ' " . 
Basic equer.tio.ns ,f.or a bu.bble point feed g 
vf = o 
:. vr = v'f' 
M,terial balance 'A' around feed 
f. + vili. + 1 . = 1 . + vri· J. Tl. <pJ. SJ. 
(A) 
Hy definition 
(1) G, = !<pi i and (2) V • 
rl. 
rearranging 9 
(3) lr;pi = G.v. 1 ri 
(5) V 
ri = 
l<pi 
= vfi .. Gi 
(6) l<.pi = 1 si UiGi 
Derivation of~ 
(A) 
( '!:) 
= i u si i 
(7) 
l<pi = 
f.U.G. ]. ]. ]. 
f.=l.=l. J. SJ. <pl. 
1 . 
SJ. 
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Substituting Equation (7): 
1 
<.pi 
fi = GiU~ 
= l(f)i 
f.U.G. = 1 <.pi = le.pi UiGi. l. l. l. 
fi ViGi = (1 = u1 Gi) l(f)i 
therefore, ltpi 
fiUiGi (la) = ~
Derivation ofg 
f. 
1 l.. = -si l = U.G. 
l. 1 
(A) f. = l si - 1 <.pi 1 
.Substituting Equation (6): 
, 
f. = 1 - 1 siUiGi 1 si 
therefore~ (lb) 
Derivation of: 
f .u. 
l. 1 
v'P i = V ri = 1 ~ UiGi 
f. 
Fr:om: (lb) 1 1 si = 1 ... U:1.G1 
(4) 
therefore, 
Derivation of: 
1 
si 
:t1 
u· i 
v'f'i 
d. :!:: 
1 
Material Qalance v5 1 
Substituting Equation (3): 
= 
= 
= 
di 
v'f'i 
T = 
1 
V 
ri 
= 
ui 
V 
ri = 
V , 
r1 
V 
ri 
ui 
f. 
1 
-
d, 
1 - ·u.G. 
/ 1 1 
f.U. ]. 1 
-
1 
- UiGi 
V ' r1 
= 1 . (J)J. 
= (1-G.)v i 
·l. r 
f.U. ]. J. from (le) vri= 
1 U.G. 
- J. 1 
f .u. 
d. 1 ]. (1-G.) = J. 1 U.G. 1 
-
therefore, 
J. 1 
Derivation ofi 
f. 
b. 1 (1- Ui) 
-]. 
1 UiGi = 
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(le) 
(ld) 
Material balance vci 
Substituting Equation 
From :ll:quation (lb) 
therefore~ 
Derivation ofg 
(ld) 
b. 
J. 
( 5) g 
b. ]. 
b. ]. 
1 
si 
b. 
1 
G. 
1 
d, 
1 
= 
= 
-
= 
-, 
1 
si 
1 
si 
(1 
(l 
1 = 
= 
~-
= 1 " SJ. 
-, 
vti 
= 1 .u. 
SJ. ]. 
U, )1 . 
l. SJ. 
f. ]. 
U.G.) 
]. ]. 
f. 
']. (1 
U.G. 
l, 1 
f.U. = d. 
J. .J. 1 
- Ui) 
= Nr 
·- f.U. •· f.U.G. ll.· l.11 
- f ~ U ~ r.:.,, d.1,, 
l. ]. 
(f. - d. )U.G. ·-
1 1 1 1 
f'.U. - d, 
1 ]. ]. 
Substituting material balance 1 D1 ~ 
f. - b. + d. 
1 1 l. 
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(le) 
f .u. = d. 
l J. · 1 Gi=-
U bi i. 
Definitions of other basic relationships& 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Derivation ofg 
rearranging~ 
(11) 
dlbh(g1/u1) = dhbl 
fl bhg; ~ fhb~ -
Substituting Equations (10) and (ll)i 
Substituting Equation (lf) 
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(lf) 
rearranging, 
+ + 
+ 
u f u 
flUhul- ( f = d ) 1 h h 
1 1 glbh 
Substituting material balance 9D' 
Divi~ing through by u1 
glbhdl - bluldh 
flulglbh = blulfh = ub. 
dlbh(g1/u1) = dhbl 
flbhgl - fhbl 
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(lg) 
I.t should be noted. that when solving problems using these equa= 
tions, only Equations (la) j {ld), (lf), and. (lg) need be use.d. 0 Also~ 
Equations (2a) and (2b) for a flash feed may be used in place of 
Equations (la) and (ld) for a bubble point feed and (3a) and (3b) for 
a dew point feed since terms not applicable automatically drop out" 
(2a) 
(2b) 
(2c) 
(2d) 
(3a) 
(3b) 
Bachelor's Method - Equations for Flash Feeds 
di = 
ltpi = 
where: 
(vf.+lf.U.) 
l. l. l. (1 
1 - U.G. 
l. l. 
vfiGi +lfiGiUi 
1- u.u. 
l l. 
-s ± Vs2 - 4rt 
2r 
- G.) 
l. 
Bachelor's Method - Equations for Dew Point Feeds 
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(3c) bh 
= r~u-
h h h 
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APPENDIX B 
OUTLINE OF Jo ERBAR'S MINIMUM REFLUX CALCULATION PROCEDURE 
Data necessary: Vapor and liquid enthalpy data 
Va1>or-liquid equilibria data 
Feed composition, rate and condition 
Light and heavy key component quantities 
.An approximation of the distillate composition 
lo If distributed products are suspected~ asswne TR and T8 equal to 
the feed temperatureo If nondistributed products are ex:pected:~ 
2o Assume values for (L/V)R and (V/L)8 'I using the criteria that 
(L/KiiV)R < 1 and (VKl/L)S < lo A good first approximation is 
that (L/KiiV)R and (YKh/L)R = Oo95. Calculate values for both 
the light and heavy li:eys in each pinch zoneo 
3. For the i'~rst trial, the pinch zones can be assumed to extend 
through the feed z0111e, therefore, 
(L/KiV)R = (L/KiV)~ and (VK./L) 8 = {VK./L) 1 1 
. . 
4o Since ARh' .Aa1 i Atph, and Aq,1 are known, AeRZl and Aeazh can be 
found using l*'igure 7 o 'fhe san1e is true for· the stripping section 
so 
The values of 
I 
Seszh may also be 
1!,z and ~SRz are 
heavy key componentso 
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found. 
now calculated for the light and 
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For the second through nth trials 9 these va.l ues are eo11111~ared with 
those of the preceding trial if the feed zone was in heat balance 
in step 16. If the values from successive trials ag~ee within 1 
I" 
to 2% and the feed zone heat balance is within tolerance'! 1 to 5%, 
calculations may be completed in step 22. 
I 
6. The values of Ap, for the light and heavy keys can be calculated 
from 
(b/d\ = 
Ps8z. 1 
7. Since AF1 =i= a.1AFh ., the feed zone tem:perature can be checked. 
If this temperature,, TF'l is smaller than TR' both (L/V)R and 
(V/L) 8 should be decreased. If TF is greater than T8 , both ra= 
tios should be increased. The changes in the~e ratios must be 
made'! remembering the limiting criteria mentioned in step 2 0 
Calculations now revert to step 3. 
If the feed zone temperature calculated is within range between 
TR and T8 ~ calculations proceed to step 8 0 
8. Since TF is known and AF1 and AFh ha,ve bee11 calculated~ (L/V)11, 
can be computed from the definition, 
9. Values of AFi' f1ARzi and 
ing components. 
~Ssz· are calculated for the remain= 
l. . 
10. Using· the data calculated in step 9, the product distributions 
are calculated using Equation 7. Nondistributed components are 
indicated by ratios of O or CD. 
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11. Using material balances, the compositions of. the products are 
computed. 
12 •. The composition of the liquid, 1,,1eaving the feed zone is cal-
culated by 
lFi = 
The vapor, v,., is found using 
These equations are. valid for all distributed components and for 
those nondistributed components appearing in the product from 
each section. For example, a feed stream ~ontains five compo-
nents; the lightest component appears only in the distillate; 
the next three heavier components are present in both products; 
.~nd the heaviest component appears only in the bottoms. Then lF 
can be calculated for the heaviest component and the three dis-
tributed components4 The vF equation above, applies also to 
the three distributed components and to the lightest component. 
13. The nondistributed component quantities leaving the feed zone 
may be computed, applying the definition 
A, was calculated in step 9 and one of the feed zone quantities 
is known from step 12. 
t,. 
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14. By material balance, calculate ~11 • and 1 . 
Tl. (f)J. 
15. The temperature and enthalpy of each stream entering and leav-
ing the feed zone are calculated. 
16. A heat balance is made around the feed zoneo If the feed zone 
is in heat balance, calculations are continued but the values 
calculated in step 5 should be checked. 
If the heat leaving the feed zone is greater than the heat en-
tering, the total stream quantities in the rectifying section 
are adjusted. If the heat entering the feed zone is greater than 
the heat leaving,leaving the feed zone, the total stream quanti= 
ties are adjusted in the stripping section. In either case 9 com-
ponent material balances are adjusted by holding the composition 
of the smaller stream constant in the affected section. This 
procedure eliminates the possibility of negative material balance 
quantities. 
17. Plate calculations are made around plates <.p and \/I to find new 
values for (L/K)c.p and (V/L)'f • Tc.p and TY' were calculated in 
step 15. 
If a negative material balance.is encountered, constant molal 
overflow is assiune.d for this trial. The temperatures Ttp and T 
are modified to reduced cycling. 
For the next trial, 
T I/ICALC + T 'f ASSM 
2 
18. From the results of step 17, the values of Aq,i and S'ri are cal= 
culated. 
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19. The pinch zone compositions are found by the Brown-Souders pinch 
zone equations. 
Carry out pinch zone tray calculations based on adjusted heat 
quantities. Here again 9 use smaller stream quantities and com-
positions and adjust larger. 
20. The temperature of each pinch zone should be found by bubble or 
dew point calculation. The temperature thus found for each zone 
is averaged with that from the preceding trial to reduce oscil-
lation in convergence. 
21. New values of Aa. and S5. can be calculated. Calculations are 
1 1 
resumed at step 4. Step 7 is used simply to find the feed zone 
temperature, not for checking purposes. 
22. Heat and material balances are made around the upper section of 
the column and condenser in the conventional manner to determine 
the heat load on the condenser and the minimum reflux. 
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J. Erbar's Method - Equations for Minimum Reflux Calculation 
ill equations !a Erbar 1 s method refer to Figllre §.o 
By defirli tior1 9 
(3) 
dividing through by bi/di ~ and rearranging 
(4) 
Since 
(5) lF./b· J. J. 
1 
- flsszi 
(6) 
then, substituting Equations (5) and (6) in Equation (4) 9 
bi ~Sszi 
- = AFi· ;r.--= ( 7) 
di YJARz, 
J. 
For the derivation of these equations for general application 9 
refer to Edmister q.o). For the derivation of the equations and 
applications to the minbmm reflux~ r,fer to Erbar (14)o 
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APPENDIX C 
Reference to step 2, p. 29: In Bachelor's method, the recom-
mendation is made that the temperature of the rectifying pinch z~ne 
be first assumed equal to the approxima:t,e distillate temperature 
plus 1/3 of the "average'' tower temperature. The tem]lerature of the 
stripping pinch is assumed to be the bottoms temperature minus 1/3 
of the average tower temperature. This requi~es an approximation of 
the distillate and bottoms compositions in addition to unnecessary 
calculations on these approximate comp~sitions. In addition, and 
of most importan~e, quite often this first approximation of TR and 
T8 will result in temperatures both of which are above the actual 
temperature of the st';rippin1s pinch zone or be~ow the temperature of 
the rectifying pinch zone. If this occurs, it becomes impossible 
to calculate realistic values of U. or G. (see Appendix A) and forces l. l. . 
negative compositions in the distillate and/or feed zoneo This is 
immediately 9bvious to an experienced engineer who is making.hand 
calculations. It would not be obvious to :those ~nfamiliar witb the 
intricacies of distillation calculation. In addition, such condi-
tions would require complex testing on the computer. For this reason~ 
the method reported in this thesis makes the initial,assumption that 
the pinch zone temJ:neratures are equal to the feed temperatures. 
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Derivation of the General Series Equation 
For Internal Stream - Product Ratios 
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For simplicity, "i" will be left off as a subscript. Howeverj 
all 111 "s, "v"s, "A"s, ,and "K"s indicate single components. 
A material balance around some plate j <p + n, in the rectifying 
section gives 
1 +v = 1 +v <p+n <p+n <p+n+l <p+n-1 
Since, by definition, K = y/x, y = v/V and x = 1/L, then 
1 v/V 
K = 1/L and v = (L/KV} 
By definition, A (L/KV) 
then v = 1/A 
Substituting Equation (2) into (1) 
l + V <p+n <p+n 
1 . l 
= 1 + <p+n-
<p+n+l A 
<p+n-1 
rearranging, 
(1) 
(2) 
1 = (1 + v - 1 )A (3) 
<p+n-1 <p+n <p+n <p+n+l <p+n-1 
By combining a number of relationships similar to those of Equa-
~~on (3) for the plates in the rectifying section of a colw1m, the 
following general equation is obtained. 
- 10 .. (A +A 1A +A ')A 1A + ••• + A2 ••• A ••• A1n 1A,n (4) <p <p+. <p <p+~ <p+ <p <p+n y+ y 
The above equation was first derived by Brown and Souders and has 
'/4 
been used in many distillation calculations (1 1 2 1 7 110,14). 
Rearranging Equation (4) 
1 - d(Arn+A A 1 + ••• +A,nArn I" o .A o •• A2 ) + v1 (A A l'' • • A 9 ••• A1 ) <.p T <.p (fl+ ~ T+ (j)+D • (fl (j)+ (/J+w 
(5) 
Since, at the minimum reflux i there is a zone of infinite plates over 
which the compositions and total quantities of the stream remain 
constant I the "A''s will also remain constant o If the A for some com.00 
ponent is less than 1.0 in this infinite zone, all terms above this 
zone become zero. Therefore, l!-:quation (5) becm!lles at minimum reflux 
2 00 
lrr,:::: d(A +A A 1+ ••• +A A 1•00A,-m,+A A l''""An'+ ooo+A1nAm+l""oA,1.,·,) 
T <.p <.p 4'+ <.p <.p+ z= <.p <.p+ A TT n 
where the term containine; A; = 0 ~ and all preceding terms are in or,= 
der of decreasing magnitude. 
APPENDIX D 
PERCEN'.l: DI~V I A'I' I ON OI•' APPHOXIMA'I'E ME1rHODS 
F'.RQiii,'l IlIGOlllOUS CALCULATION mr,suvrs 
Table Noo Underwood Underwood Maxwrcdl Winn 
':['Ave '!'Feed 
II -140950 -140736* -180882 -390131 
III -140742 =·1'L252* ,= 19 0 5•Jl:4• -40 0 36:?. 
IV -170599 -1:5o21:;:::* =19' 0310 -,10 0 442 
V - 80494* =·150008 -17o?59 - 90914 
VI - 80454* -,VL957 ·-170662 -100046 
VII = 90512* ·-H:io~13t'.i -180582 -IL182 
VIII 
-
8 0086"' =140601 -l'i'o::rn 
-
9o8f)l 
IX 
-
2 0 :366 + f, 0 995* + lo092 - ;3 0 '?49 
X = 20933 + '70340* + lo545 - 30088 
XI 
-
L7'74 + 70504* = 1 0804 - ::l 0642 
XII -1L'701* -130986 -320358 -240869 
XIII -10/727"' -12094? '- 32 0 ~~~)1 - ~20 0 285 
XIV - 90231* -1L480 -330176 -2~10 645 
xv - 60838* -180452 -24088\'J - 80580 
XVI - 6013'76* -18.,322 -2·4 0 680 - Bo 95t> 
JWII - fj O 863"' -180337 -240671 ~· 9a078 
XVIII - 1'> 0402 ·- 40875* -19 0154 = Bo491 
XIX - 60919 -· 50224* -190808 - Bo200 
xx - 90652* -Hl1 0143 -36 024:5 -23 0 937 
XXI - f:) 0 515* -180873 - 35 0409 0'7'72, 
XXII -16.664* -17 0207 -27 0410 -360024 
XXIII -160392* -160981 - 27 0601 -3fL292 
XXIV 
-
7.,253 -10 0 307 -19.,8'71 
-
3<611 
XXV 9.,110 - 80608 -18oHY? - 20133 
'(5 
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XXVI + 2.525* -190199 -::58.234 
-120741 
XXVII + 5.715* -200390 = 37 .027 
- 9.854 
XXVI~I - 9.903* -14.037 =330298 =3,L6o4 
XXIX 
- 9.358* -13. 661 -33.492 =34.913 
XXX + 5.712* -33o'?30 -49.087 -29.076 I 
XXXI + 1.035* -36.171 -·50.392 -32.247 
XXXII -26. 158 -22.203* -58.810 -50.445 
XXXIII -32.378 -30.577* -68 0520 -590098 
XXXIV +14.240 -28.024 -54.283 -240829 
XXXV +14~085 -27.570 =·52.827 =24.795 
XXXV'I -32.009 ··2lo98B* .. 44 .11)4, -(;'7 0 65:J. 
XXXVII -22. 79,1, -12 .405* 
' ' 
X~III -3lo:336 - ,2,0" 9fj0* .. 44.569 m(;a.012 
XXXIX -23.276 ..,,12.69'?,* 
XL -54.927, -3:;l.380~ -71.012 -77.463 
XLI -340843 -14.661* 
XLII -46.605 -22.072* -6'7.392 =69.880 
XLIII -31.'>o 291 , ... 15.597* 
I 
XLIV -12."427 -~12. 120• =13o3'70 -4lo449 
~ax.Error -540927 -360171 ·-710012 --77 0463 
, I" 
Mino Error + 1.035 - 40875 + lo092 - 20133 
Ave.Error !140806 ±160993 ±29.869 -26.258 
• Indicates the devia,tion for the higher temperature of the Under= 
wood calculations. F'or the U*'·MaxoError:::-330380 9 Min.Error= 
+1.035, Ave.Error= !110900. 
APPENDIX E 
BLOCK DIAGRAM fi'OH IUGOHOUS ME'.l'HOD 
r=:-U11 Constants -I 
~~·---- =c __ ___j 
r··::-w1ch .InJput .Data ---] 
L-.-~ 
E~~~.Data --~ 
_I_ -----__  
Calculate Feed Temperature, 
Entha.lpy ~ Liquid and Va11or 
Composition 
Calcula-;.;-~_I_U,,_1_. -:-:· ex.:· 1~-~-----_]. 
Calculate G. 1 U .• 1 . 1 dl. , J 1 1 ' (pl l. 
vtii l:\ 
--··-----·......------
~---~~---------'----------------, 
Condenser Calculation 
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--------.~ Punch Output 
STOP ... Problem is Co~plete 
------~ Plates Down Calculati.on 
,.._ ____ ...... Has Pinch Been Reached? 
--------1 Add One to Plate Nwnber 
Reboiler Calculation 
1--------1~ Plates Up Calculation 
..... ----1 Has Pinch Been Reached? 
'-------1 Add One to Plate Number 
Feed Up Calculation 
---------~ Plates Up Calculation 
,-..----. Is TQis Assumed Pinch Plate? 
1----~--1 Add One to Plate Number 
r-~~~-~etFeed Down Calculation 
Plates Down Calculation 
----ls This Assumed ,pinch plate? 
..._~---- Add One to Plate Number 
Calculate 1 ./d. <P). ). 
Calculate g. ). 
Calculate 
-------1 Calculate U, ). 
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Plate Calculation Loop 
The.composition of one stream, 
A, is known 
I 
Assume Total Mols of Stream A 
I 
Material Balance to Find 
' 
Stream B 
I 
..• 
Bubble or Dew Point of Cal-
culated Stream B 
.. ···1 I 
Heat Balance Around Plate 
I 
'· 
No Is neat Balance Within Yes Tolerance? 
>• 
•. 
Correct Total of Stream A 
t 
lEx1t .. 
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